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Yuk Hui and Andreas Broeckmann 
The Postmodern in Les Immatériaux
In­1985,­the­French­philosopher­Jean-François­Lyotard,­together­with­the­
design­theorist­Thierry­Chaput,­curated­the­exhibition­Les Immatériaux at 
the­Centre­Georges­Pompidou­in­Paris.­He­had­accepted­an­invitation­by­the­
Minister for Culture­and­the­Center for Industrial Creation (CCI).­Six­years­after­

















1­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­La Condition postmoderne­(Paris:­Éditions­de­Minuit,­1979).
2­ Charlie­Gere,­Art, Time and Technology­(Oxford:­Berg,­2006),­p.­139.
3­ Les Immatériaux catalogue, Album (Paris:­Centre­Pompidou,­1985),­p.­26.




was Création et matériaux nouveaux.­This­title­was­changed­several­times:­
Matériau et création,­Matériaux nouveaux et création,­La Matière dans tous ses 
états,­before­it­was­finally­announced­to­the­public­as­Les Immatériaux.4 The 
etymological root mât­refers­to­making­by­hand,­to­measure,­to­construct.­
The­moderns­since­Descartes­conceive­a­dualism­and­hence­an­opposition­











Les Immatériaux­has­the­purpose­of­presenting­[ faire sentir] how much this 
relation­is­altered­by­the­fact­of­new­materials.­In­this­extended­sense,­the­new­
materials­are­not­only­new­materials,­they­interrogate­an­idea­of­the­human­
















5 Les Immatériaux catalogue, Album­(Paris:­Centre­Pompidou,­1985),­p.­16.
6­ Ibid.
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14 30 Years after Les Immatériaux








Octave au pays des immatériaux,­Lyotard­concluded­the­film­by­saying­that­
“language­is­the­most­immaterial­system­that­material­has­succeeded­in­



























15­ Gere,­Art, Time and Technology,­p.­147.































opment­and­industrialisation.­In­the­article­“Logos and Techne, or Telegraphy”, 







misme”,­in­Lyotard à Nanterre (Klincksieck,­2010).
19­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­Lessons on the Analytic of the Sublime,­trans.­Elizabeth­Rottenberg­
(Stanford:­Stanford­University­Press,­1994),­p.­55.

















entitled­Deuxième état des immatériaux,­dated­March­1984.­According­to­this­




















































[Figure­2]­François­Chatelet­with­the­Olivetti­computer­used­for­the­Épreuves d’écriture writing 
experiment­(Source:­Centre­Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bibliotèque­Kandinsky).
18 30 Years after Les Immatériaux
disorientation,­perhaps­an­orientation­that­imposes­neither­a­will­to­mastery­
nor­the­misery­of­turbulence?­





































































26­ Richard­Florida,­The Rise of the Creative Class: And How It ’s Transforming. Work, Leisure, 
Community, and Everyday Life (New­York:­Basic­Books,­2002).
27­ See­Fredric­Jameson,­Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism­(London:­
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six­months­of­work”­(Après six mois de travail).­In­this­text,­Lyotard­speaks­
about­conceptual,­theoretical­and­practical­considerations­regarding­the­
preparations­for­the­exhibition.­It­not­only­offers­interesting­insights­into­the­

































an important source for any future research on Les Immatériaux.
Introduction 21
The­French­art­historian­Thierry­Dufrêne­contributes­the­hypothesis­that,­by­































nebula­of­conurbation­could­be,­then­I­am­indeed­obliged­–­and this is what 

























the relation between Les Immatériaux­and­Lyotard’s­reading­of­Kant’s­Critique 
of the Power of Judgement.­Les Immatériaux­demonstrates­Kant’s­concept­of­
reflective­judgement,­not­only­in­the­exhibition­itself,­but­also­for­its­students,­
visitors,­etc.­It­is­in­light­of­the­différend­that­the­reflective­judgement­becomes­




























































inhuman)­without­emancipation.­Instead,­Mackay­considers­Les Immatériaux as 
a­laboratory­for­a­third­way­out.










































P A R T  I :  D O C U M E N T





























30 30 Years after Les Immatériaux
and­even­maternity­[maternité].­Tracing­the­common­origin­of­these­terms­to­





















































































32 30 Years after Les Immatériaux
extremely­precise:­that­the­contemporary­situation­–­which­of­course­remains­
to­be­described­–­this­project­of­modernity­which­extends­its­communicational­


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































relation­to­that­referent­[matière]­that­is­sex.­By­referent­[matière] I mean that 
obligatory­reference­of­the­message­that­is­our­body,­above­all­our­socialised­



















































1­ Catherine­Millot,­Horsexe: Essays on Transsexuality,­trans.­Kenneth­Hylton­(New­York:­
Autonomedia,­1990),­p.­129–130.
2­ Ibid.,­p.­126.




















































































3­ Lewis­Mumford,­Technics and Civilization­(London:­Routledge­and­Kegan­Paul,­1955),­p.­
244,­and­246.



































































































































































































































































4­ Denis­Diderot,­“The­Salon­of­1767”,­in­Diderot on Art, vol. II: The Salon of 1767,­trans.­John­
Goodman­(New­Haven,­CT:­Yale­University­Press,­1995),­p.­86–88­(translation­modified).




























































































































than they constitute new Siedlungen.­So­it­makes­sense­to­ask:­What­is­
this­new­space­that­is­being­constituted­today­through­these­“invisible­
5­ Giairo­Daghini,­“Babel-Métropole”,­Change International,­no.­1­(December­1983).


















































































After Six Months of Work... (1984) 57
With­these­few­remarks­we­have,­by­way­of­urban­sociology,­an­approach­to­
what­is­necessarily­in­question­for­us­insofar­as­we­confront­the­question­of­

















































































































































































































































































































































































































This text is based on the transcript, in French, of a talk that Jean-François Lyotard gave in 
spring 1984. The transcript exists in several, slightly different copies which are currently stored 
in different places in the archives of the Centre Pompidou. Different authors therefore refer to 
it with different document codes, depending on the copy that they used (No. 94033/666, PCA 
1977001/129, Dossier 2009012). The most complete version that we could trace, and that was 
used as the basis of this first translation into English, can be found at "1994033/666".


P A R T  I I :  A R T

From Over-  
to Sub-Exposure:  
















Landmark Exhibitions: Contemporary Art Shows Since 1968,­a­conference­held­at­Tate­
Modern,­London,­on­10–11­October,­2008,­and­Teresa­Gleadowe’s­review­of­the­con-
ference in Art Monthly,­no.­321,­November­2008,­p.­34.­On­the­composition­of­the­
curatorial team of Les Immatériaux­before­Lyotard’s­arrival,­see­“La­Règle­du­jeu:­Matéri-




2­ Some­of­the­best­known­are­Bernard­Stiegler’s­Mémoires du futur­(Paris:­Bibliothèque­
publique­d’information,­1987),­Jacques­Derrida’s­Mémoires d’aveugle­(Paris:­Musée­du­
Louvre,­1990),­Jean­Starobinski’s­Largesse­(Paris:­Musée­du­Louvre,­1994),­Julia­Kris-
teva’s­Vision capitales­(Paris:­Musée­du­Louvre,­1998),­Paul­Virilio’s­Ce qui arrive­(Paris:­
Fondation­Cartier,­2002),­Bruno­Latour’s­Iconoclash­and­Making Things Public­(Karlsruhe:­
ZKM,­2002,­2005),­and­Jean-Luc­Nancy’s­Le Plaisir au dessin­(Lyon:­Musée­des­Beaux-Arts,­
2007).


















Variously­entitled­Création et matériaux nouveaux, Matériau et création, 




































































are “1984” et les présents de l’univers informationnel (Paris:­Centre­Georges­Pompidou/








































Arts­Décoratifs­à­Beaubourg“,­Centre Pompidou, 30 ans d’histoire­(Paris:­Centre­Georges­
Pompidou,­2007),­p.­86–91.








From Over- to Sub-Exposure 75
the etymological group of mat-­terms­was­hardly­rigorous.16­What­it­proposed­
was­an­epistemological­short-circuit­between­heterogeneous­discourses­–­
the­one­poetic,­the­other­scientific­–­to­establish­the­following­equivalences:­
matériau = support­(medium),­matériel = destinataire­(to­whom­the­message­is­




























Moreover,­Lyotard­admitted­in­an­interview­that­the­common­“mât ” root was essentially 
fictional.­(See­Bernard­Blistène,­“A­Conversation­with­Jean-­François­Lyotard”­in­




Immatériaux (au Centre Georges Pompidou en 1985): Étude de l’évènement exposition et de 
son public­(Paris:­Expo-Média,­1986),­p.78,­and­Antonia­Wunderlich:­Der Philosoph im 
Museum: Die Ausstellung Les Immatériaux von Jean-François Lyotard (Bielefeld:­transcript,­
2008),­p.36.­The­English­brochure­of­the­exhibition­entitled­Route: Zones & Sites­describes­
26­zones,­which­is­the­number­quoted­by­Francesca­Gallo­in­Les Immatériaux: Un Percorso 
di Jean-François Lyotard nell’arte contemporanea­(Rome:­Aracne,­2008),­p.­62.
18 Petit Journal,­p.­4.





































































of­Marcel­Proust’s­Remembrance of Things Past­on­the­soundtrack.­In­zone­20­
(“matière“­or­“referent“­strand),­a­site­entitled­Odeur Peinte­­included­two­works­










25­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Réponse­à­la­question:­Qu’est-ce­que­le­postmoderne?,”­in Le 
postmoderne expliqué aux enfants­(Paris:­Galilée,­1986),­p.­31.






































28­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“D’un­travail”,­Les Immatériaux (Au Centre Georges Pompidou en 
1985): Étude de l’événement exposition et de son public,­p.­147–148.
29 Les Immatériaux­does­not­seem­to­have­attracted­unusually­large­numbers­of­visitors,­
despite­its­budget­–­the­largest­at­the­time­for­an­exhibition­at­the­Centre­Pompidou.­See­

























Immatériaux­and­the­Philosophy­of­the­Exhibition”,­in­Thinking Worlds: The Moscow Con-















































vincingly,­to­my­mind­–­the­presence­of­the­postmodern­in­Le Différend insofar as the 
postmodern­is­“claimed­to­be­inscribed­in­the­epochal­context­already­referred­to­as­
postmodern­in­The Postmodern Condition”­(p.­89).­Regarding­Lyotard’s­calendar­overlap­





















of La Condition postmoderne,­the­former­providing­him­with­a­stage­upon­
which­to­perform­the­transition­from­an­epochal­or­modal­postmodern­into­
an­allegorical­or­anamnesic­one.­Whereas­La Condition postmoderne was sub-
titled­“Report­on­Knowledge“,­one­of­the­subtitles­suggested­by­Lyotard­for­Les 






















































twentieth­century,­Le Différend­stands­at­the­end­of­the­line­(“appartient … à 
une fin de série“ ).46­To­oppose,­or­at­least­defer­this­dystopian­outcome,­Lyotard­
theorises­“the­differend“,­the­irresolvable­difference­between­heterogeneous­
regimes­of­phrases.­“The­differend“­never­allows­one­to­conclude,­as­it­takes­
the interrogative form of Arrive-t-il?­(“Will­it­occur?“­or­“Is­it­coming?“),­a­
temporal­indecision­Lyotard­extends­to­“Auschwitz“,­an­event­he­takes­not­only­









































quotation­marks­around­“Auschwitz”,­see­Elisabeth­de­Fonteney,­Une Toute autre histoire: 


















































Newman’s­sublime,­see­in­particular­“L’Instant­Newman”­in­L’Inhumain: Causeries sur le 
temps­(Paris:­Éditions­Galilée,­1988),­p.­89–99.

































resented­by­painting­and­from­there­defies­all­possible­painting“.59 This is how 
the­sublime­could­be­said­to­re-enter­Les Immatériaux,­by­way­of­a­derivation­
















which,­for­example,­one­could­cite­Olafur­Eliasson’s­The Weather Project at Tate 
Modern,­London,­in­2003).­Instead,­Lyotard’s­and­Chaput’s­“manifestation“­





by Les Immatériaux,­Lyotard­frequently­invoked­Virilio’s­notion­of­surexposition 
(“overexposure“­or,­equally,­“overexhibition“),­by­which­was­meant­the­












in the sense of Aufhebung,­could­be­shown­to­be­thoroughly­unpredictable,­
literally­unforeseeable.64­And­it­is­precisely­this­quality­that­undermines­the­
efforts­of­those­seeking­to­discuss­Les Immatériaux as a novel treatment of 
the­“exhibition­medium“.­Lyotard­aimed­to­challenge­Shannon­and­Wiener’s­
60­ This­transition­between­the­two­sublimes­is­discussed­by­Willem­van­Reijen­and­Dick­
Veerman­in­their­conversation­with­Lyotard,­“Les­Lumières,­le­sublime”,­in­Les Cahiers de 
philosophie,­no.­5,­1988,­p.­78.
61­ Early­project­description­of­Les Immatériaux,­p.­4­(PCA­92053/032).
62­ Paul­Virilio,­“Une­Ville­surexposée”,­Change  International,­no.­1,­1983,­p.­20­(PCA­
94033/0234).
63­ See­the­early­project­description­of­Les Immatériaux,­p.­11–12.­Lyotard­contrasts­Les 
Immatériaux­with­Virilio’s­surexposition­in­“Compte-rendu­de­la­réunion­du­19­décembre­
1983”­(PCA­94033/668).
64­ Lyotard­discusses­“manifestation”­in­relation­to­Hegel’s­Aufhebung in Discours, figure,­p.­
50–51.


















presence of “painting“ in Les Immatériaux­constituted­proof­that­postmodern­
heterogeneity­effectively­challenged­the­divisions­modernism­had­upheld­
between­art,­science­and­popular­culture.­Rather,­the­incidental­presence­




















67­ Monory’s­Explosion­occupied­the­Peintre sans corps­site­in­zone­9­of­the­“matériau”­strand.­
The­soundtrack­for­this­zone­featured­excerpts­from­texts­by­Maurice­Blanchot,­Octavio­
Paz­and­Henri­Michaux.





































68­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Economie­libidinale­du­dandy”,­in­L’Assassinat de l’expérience par 
la peinture, Monory (Paris:­Le­Castor­astral­1984),­p.­48.
69­ Lyotard,­“Esthétique­sublime­du­tueur­à­gages”,­in­L’Assassinat de l’expérience par la 
peinture, Monory,­p.­152–154.
70­ Lyotard,­“Esthétique­sublime­du­tueur­à­gages”,­p.­143.
71­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­Que peindre? Adami Arakawa Buren,­vol.1­La­Vue­le­Texte­(Paris:­
Editions­de­la­Différence,­1987),­p.­110.
















































































in­Anne­Cazenave­and­Jean-François­Lyotard­(eds),­L’Art des confins: Mélanges offerts à 
Maurice de Gandillac­(Paris:­Presses­Universitaires­de­France,­1985),­p.­468–469.
78­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Post-scriptum”,­Epreuves d’écriture,­p.­262.




From Over- to Sub-Exposure 91
This paper is a version of a talk given at the conference Landmark­Exhibitions:­Contemporary­
Art­Shows­Since­1968, a collaboration between Tate Modern and Jan van Eyck Academie with 
the Royal College of Art and The London Consortium, in October 2008. It appears here in a 
slightly edited version of the text originally published in Tate Papers 12 (2009): http://www.tate.
org.uk/download/file/fid/7267. The paper also appeared in Flemish in De Witte Raaf, no.142, 
November 2009. For theirs invaluable help, the author would like to thank Gilles Bion, Jean-
Philippe Bonilli, Monique Chardet, Jean Charlier, Gérard Chiron, Sara De Bondt, Henry Delangle, 
Pauline Hudek, Sarah Wilson, and Antonia Wunderlich.

The Production of  
Les Immatériaux 
Jean-Louis Boissier 
in conversation with Andreas Broeckmann 
Andreas­Broeckmann:­Jean-Louis­Boissier,­you­were­involved­in­Les 

































































The Production of Les Immatériaux 95
to­a­greater­separation­of­the­departments,­and­the­integration­of­the­CCI­





























































The Production of Les Immatériaux 97
­ I­had­worked­with­Frank­Popper,­who­was­the­director­of­the­art­depart-









































98 30 Years after Les Immatériaux
video­installation­Aspen Moviemap.­It­had­been­shown­in­the­influential­






























































[Figure­5]­Philippe­Délis:­Drawing of audience behind gauze fabric,­[no­date]­(Source:­Centre­
Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bibliothèque­Kandinsky)


































































new­media­technology,­which­was­represented­in­Les Immatériaux through 
[Figure­6]­Exhibition­view,­site­Labyrinthe du langage­(Source:­Centre­Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bib-
liothèque­Kandinsky,­photograph­by­Jean-Claude­Planchet).











































The Production of Les Immatériaux 103






















































artists in Les Immatériaux­had­also­appeared­in­Electra, two­years­before.­













The Production of Les Immatériaux 105
seminal­work­of­the­educator­Sonia­Sheridan,­based­at­the­Art­Institute­of­
Chicago.­



























































































































ends­on­a­close-up­of­a­face­with­a­name­overlaid­onto­it:­Carmen, four and a 
half years old; Madame B., gardener; Madame T., bookseller; Amar, streetsweeper; 

































within­the­vast­and­erudite­exhibition­Cartes et figures de la terre (Maps and 
Figures of the Earth),4­at­the­Centre­Pompidou­in­1980,­that­decisively­opened­
up­a­new­horizon­for­me.­Ten­years­before,­in­1969–1970,­I­had­conceived,­











4­ Catalogue:­Jean-Loup­Rivière­(ed.),­Cartes et figures de la terre (Paris:­Centre­Georges­
Pompidou/CCI,­1980).
[Figure­9]­Jean-Louis­Boissier:­Le Bus,­1985,­installation­view,­Les Immatériaux,­site­Visites 
simulées­(Source:­Jean-Louis­Boissier).




















































































Inclusion in the Exhibition
When,­in­the­fall­of­1983,­Jean-François­Lyotard­became­the­commissioner,­
naming it Les Immatériaux­and,­in­an­unprecedented­operation,­shifting­its­
emphasis­toward­philosophy,­the­exhibition­in­preparation­–­he­preferred­to­

























































Dufrêne­(ed.),­Centre Pompidou: 30 ans d’histoire­(Paris:­Editions­du­Centre­Pompidou,­
2007),­p.­374–391.















manifesto­text,­where­I­argued­for­“an­aesthetics­of­the­impossible”.9 In the 
same­year,­I­made­my­first­experiment­for­a­Macintosh,­with­images­made­
only­of­black­and­white­pixels,­organised­with­the­software­HyperCard:­the­








tic­field­would­again­be­my­approach­in­Anthologie d’images de synthèse 



































The Inhuman: Reflections on Time,­trans.­G.­Bennington­(Cambridge:­Polity­Press,­1991),­p.­
117.

Contemporary Art as  
“Immatériaux”:  




















1­ Cf.­Rosalind­Krauss,­“Le­musée­sans­mur­du­postmodernisme”,­Cahiers du MNAM,­no.­
17–18­(1986):­152–158;­Reesa­Greenberg,­Bruce­W.­Ferguson,­Sandy­Nairne­(eds),­Thinking 
about Exhibition (London­&­New­York:­Routledge,­1996); Jean­Davallon,­L’exposition à 
l’oeuvre (Harmattan:­Paris,­2000).
2­ I­dedicated­my­PhD­to­Les Immatériaux­and­Lyotard’s­interest­in­contemporary­art.­See­





















concentrates on photographic portraits using dècoupages to replace faces 
with­drawings,­or­silhouettes­made­of­corrugated­cardboard­and­parts­of­
3­ Archives­Centre­Pompidou,­deposit­1994033,­b.­668,­fasc. Compte-rendus et réunions.
[Figure­11]­Ruth­Francken:­Jean-Paul Sartre,­1979.­Inventaire,­site­Tous les auteurs,­recto­(Source:­
Centre­Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bibliothèque­Kandinsky).
















self-portraits­of­the­two­artists,­and­is­inspired­by­Orlando and­The Waves by 
Virginia­Woolf­[Figures­12,­13].­On­the­same­site­one­can­find­images­taken­
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5­ Cf.­Maria Klonaris, Katerina Thomadaki,­exhibition­catalogue­(Paris:­ASTARTI,­1985);­
Sandra­Lischi,­Visioni elettroniche­(Rome:­Marsilio,­2001),­p.­109–110;­and­the­artists’­web­
site:­http://www.klonaris-thomadaki.net.
6­ The­photographic­reproduction­of­Schwanger is­to­be­found­in­the­Inventaire, on the page 
dedicated­to­the­site­Les trois mères.









































7­ Cf.­Anne­Helmond,­“Lifetracing.­The­Traces­of­a­Networked­Life”,­in­Networked. A Net-
worked Book about Networked Art,­2009,­http://networkedbook.org;­Jay­D.­Bolter­and­
Richard­Grusin,­Remediation. Understanding New Media­(Cambridge­MA:­MIT­Press,­1999).
8­ Lynn­Hershman­Leeson,­in­The Art and Film of Lynn Hershman Leeson. Secret Agent, 
Private I,­ed.­Meredith­Tromble­(Berkeley:­University­of­California­Press,­2005).
9­ Cf.­Paul­Crowther,­Critical Aesthetics and Postmodernism­(London:­Oxford­University­
Press,­1996,­1st­ed.­1993).
10­ Cf.­Hal­Foster­(ed.),­The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays in Postmodern Culture­(Port­Townsend:­Bay­
Press,­1983);­Brian­Wallis­(ed.),­Art after Modernism: Rethinking Representation­(New­York:­
















l’experience de la peinture (1984),­consisting­of­two­essays­–­the­first­written­in­
Museum­of­Contemporary­Art,­1984);­M.­Lovejoy,­Postmodern Currents: Art and Artists in 
the Age of Electronic Media­(Ann­Arbor:­UMI­Research­Press,­1989).
[Figure­14]­Annegret­Soltau:­Schwanger,­1978–80,­site­Trois mères­(Source:­Annegret­Soltau,­VG­
Bild-Kunst,­Bonn­2015).































Monory’s­painting­“does not solicit taste, in the Kantian sense of a disinterested 
sentiment that claims universality and, in doing so, appeals to a sensible com-




11­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­L’Assassinat de l’expérience par la peinture, Monory (Paris:­Le­Castor­
astral,­1984).
12­ Ibid.
13­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Esthétique­sublime­du­tuer­à­gages”,­in­L’Assassinat de 
l’expérience par la peinture, Monory, p.­144–145.
14­ Ibid.,­p.­145–154.








15­ In­the­same­years­appeared­the­following­texts­by­Lyotard:­La pittura del segreto 
nell’epoca postmoderna, Baruchello (Milan:­Feltrinelli,­1982);­Rappresentazione, 
presentazione, impresentabile­(1982),­now­in­L’Inumano (Milan:­Lanfranchi,­2001,­ed.­orig.­
Paris,­1988),­p.­159–170;­Il sublime e l’avanguardia­(1983),­now­in­ibid.,­p.­123–144;­L’istante, 
Newman (1984),­now­in­ibid.,­p.­109–122;­cf.­Francesca­Gallo,­“Lyotard­fra­estetica,­arte­e­
critica­d’arte.­Forme­di­resistenza­e­modi­di­decostruzione”,­Annali di critica d’arte,­no.­2­
(2006),­p.­637–660.
[Figure­15]­Lynn­Hershman:­DiNA,­2004­(Source:­Lynn­Hershman).



































17­ Cf.­Jean-Louis­Boissier,­La relation comme forme. L’interactivité en art­(Genève:­MAMCO,­
2004);­F.­Gallo,­“Le Bus­di­Jean-Louis­Boissier:­esplorazione­vs­deriva”,­Materiali di Estetica,­
n.s.,­n.­1­(2010):­322–329.
18­ Cf.­Phillipe­Délis,­Les Immatériaux,­speech­at­round­table­L’Hyper matériel/l’immatériel, le 
paradoxe de l’usage des matières,­international­congress­L’œuvre plus que jamais­(Institut­
Français­de­Casablanca,­April­2005),­now­in­www.integral-philippedelis.com;­Architecture: 
l’espace-temps autrement…,­in­E.­Théofilakis­(ed.),­Modernes, et aprés? "Les Immatériaux" 
(Paris:­Édition­Autrement,­1985).
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But­returning­to­the­interactive­art­of­Les Immatériaux,­as­well­as­Le Bus,­



























































20­ Cf.­Jean-François­Lyotard,­“L’Expertise”,­in­L’Assassinat de l’expérience par la peinture, 
Monory,­p.­7–10.
21­ Cf.­H.­Bertens,­The Idea of the Postmodern. A History­(London-New­York:­Routledge,­1995);­



























–­modifies­the­novel.­The Possible Ties Between Illness and Success­(2006)­is­a­
25­ See­http://www.zanni.org.
[Figure­17]­Rolf­Gehlhaar,­Son = Espace,­1983-85,­installation­view,­site­Musicien malgré lui 
(Source:­Rolf­Gehlhaar).






























comme la technologie vient au monde de l’art­(Paris:­Flammarion,­2003).
28­ See­http://www.zanni.org.
[Figure­18]­Carlo­Zanni,­The Fifth Day,­2009­(still­of­the­web­work)­(Source:­Carlo­Zanni).
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Continuing our stroll through Les Immatériaux,­looking­for­works­of­new-media­
art,­we­encounter­a­work­that­is­almost­“rudimentary”­for­its­time,­even­when­
































Electra: Electricity and Electronics in the Twentieth Century,30­and­at­Les Immatéri-
aux,­because­they­have­a­very­different­meaning­and­purpose­in­the­two­
exhibitions.










29­ Cf.­Catherine­Ikam.­Dispositif pour un parcours video,­exhibition­catalogue­(Paris:­Centre­
Georges­Pompidou,­1980).
30­ Cf.­Electra: l’électricité et l’électronique dans l’art du XX siècle,­exhibition­catalogue­curated­
by­Frank­Popper, Paris­(Musée­de­la­Ville),­1984;­Katherine­Dieckmann,­“Electra­Myths:­
Videos,­Modernism,­Postmodernism”,­Art Journal, Fall­(1985),­p.­195–203.

















Epreuves d’écriture­is­located­between­the­Plissure du texte­(1983),­which­Roy­
Ascott­created­for­the­Electra­exhibition,­and­the­network­organized­also­by­
Ascott­for­the­laboratory­Ubiqua­at­the­Corderie­dell’Arsenale­at­the­1986­
Venice­Biennal.31.­At­Les Immatériaux,­instead,­Roy­Ascott­presented­Organ et 














31­ Cf.­XLII Esposizione internazionale d’arte. Arte e scienza,­exhibition­catalogue­(Venice:­
Marsilio,­1986):­some­artists­who­had­participated­in­Les Immatériaux­participated­also­in­
this­edition­of­the­Venice­Biennale.































































































































a­title­that­Malraux­gave­to­the­last­book­of­his­trilogy­The Metamorphosis of 
the Gods­in­1973.­For­Malraux,­the­last­stage­of­the­“Musée­imaginaire“­is­the­



































































































8­ Hannah­Arendt,­Between Past and Future.­(New­York:­Viking,­1961),­p.­210.­
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2­ Bernard­Stiegler,­States of Shock: Stupidity and Knowledge in the Twenty-First Century,­
trans.­Daniel­Ross­(Cambridge:­Polity­Press,­2014).























atic of Discourse, Figure6­gives­way­here­to­the­question­of­bearing witness to 
a différend in reason­that­goes­beyond­the­modern,­Lyotard affirming this by 










4­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge,­trans.­Geoff­
Bennington­and­Brian­Massumi­(Minneapolis:­University­of­Minnesota­Press,­1984).
5­ See­Stiegler,­States of Shock,­chap.­4.
6­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­Discourse, Figure,­trans.­Antony­Hudek­and­Mary­Lydon­
(Minneapolis­and­London:­University­of­Minnesota­Press,­2011).
7­ Gustav­Bergmann,­Logic and Reality­(Madison:­University­of­Wisconsin­Press,­1964).
8­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­The Differend: Phrases in Dispute,­trans.­Georges­Van­Den­Abbeele­
(Minneapolis:­University­of­Minnesota­Press,­1988).
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ahead­of­its­time­in­terms­of­digital­technology,­telematics­having­been­devel-
oped­through­the­Minitel­and­its­messaging­systems­thanks­to­the­political­
will­reflected­in­the­Minc­and­Nora­report­on­The Computerization of Society,9 
already­cited­in­The Postmodern Condition­six­years­before­Les Immatériaux.­The 
Differend­was­published­two­years­before­Les Immatériaux­(and­11­years­after­
the publication of Libidinal Economy10).




















Like­Libidinal Economy­and­like­The Postmodern Condition,­and­for­reasons­that­
may­be­different­in­each­case­but­that­are­part­of­a­single­line­of­inquiry,­for­




11­ Jacques­Derrida­and­Bernard­Stiegler,­Echographies of Television: Filmed Interviews,­trans.­
Jennifer­Bajorek­(Cambridge:­Polity­Press,­2002).
12­ On­the­“doubly­epokhal­redoubling”­see­Bernard­Stiegler,­Technics and Time, 1: The Fault 
of Epimetheus,­trans.­Richard­Beardsworth­and­George­Collins­(Stanford:­Stanford­Uni-
versity­Press,­1998),­pp.­233–238;­Bernard­Stiegler,­Technics and Time, 2: Disorientation,­
trans.­Stephen­Barker­(Stanford:­Stanford­University­Press,­2009),­p.­72–77;­Bernard­
Stiegler,­What Makes Life Worth Living: On Pharmacology,­trans.­Daniel­Ross­(Cambridge:­
Polity­Press,­2013),­p.­34–36­and­p.­112–116.
13­ Maurice­Blanchot,­The Infinite Conversation,­trans.­Susan­Hanson­(Minneapolis­and­
London:­University­of­Minnesota­Press,­1993),­p.­264–281.
14­ Jacques­Derrida,­Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression,­trans.­Eric­Prenowitz­(Chicago­and­
London:­University­of­Chicago­Press,­1996).






performativity that seems to legitimate illegitimacy,­that­seems­to­legitimate­
the­end­of­narratives­of­legitimation­founded­on­the affirmation of law as what 
always­lies­beyond­any­state­of­fact­–­the­end­of­narratives­founded­on­the­
affirmation of this difference.
What­struck­me­then­as­a­malaise­–­or­what­I­would­later­refer­to­as­a­mal-
être­–­and­that­strikes­me­today­as­denial­and­as­submission to a state of 




























The Independent (London) , May­1,­2014,­available­at:­http://www.independent.co.uk/
news/science/stephen-hawking-transcendence-looks-at-the-implications-of-artificial-
intelligence--but-are-we-taking-ai-seriously-enough-9313474.html.
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Derrida­and­towards­the­question­of­technics­and­industry­–­even­if,­on­the­
one­hand,­my­immediate­impression­was­that­Lyotard­had­got­caught­up,­







Technics and Time, 321­when­I­wanted­to­show­the­continuity­that­runs­from­
Aristotle­to­Kant­in­terms­of­their­common­thought­of­technics­in­relation­
to­“that­which­can­be­otherwise­than­it­is“,­to endekhomenon allos ekhein,­
but­instead­by­returning­to­what,­in­my­commentary­on­the­transcendental­
deduction­of­the­Critique of Pure Reason,22­I­referred­to­as­the­fourth­syn-
thesis:23 that of the transcendental imagination as the power of exteriorization 
that founds tertiary retention and is founded on it, and that constitutes as such 
organological power and knowledge­(that­is,­the­power­and­knowledge­that­
arranges­living,­technical­and­social­organs­into­a­noetico-pharmacological­
becoming).
If the last grand question­posed­by­Lyotard­is­that­of­the­differend,­if­this­ques-
tion is just­–­in­the­sense­of­Au juste,­of­Just Gaming24­–­so­that­the­four­critiques­
(of­pure­reason,­practical­reason,­aesthetic­judgement,­and­the­works­on­
history)­would­be­language­games;­and­if­these games are not separable from 
an organology and from a process of grammatization that encompasses all 
grammatical questioning,­including­in­Wittgenstein’s­sense;­all­this­inclines­
towards­and­conjugates­the­experience­of­a­pharmacological default that must 
be.­And­Lyotard­is incapable of problematizing­this­pharmacological­necessity­
for the same reasons that so prevented Adorno.­Like­Adorno,­Lyotard leaves in 
17­ Alain­Touraine,­The Post-Industrial Society. Tomorrow’s Social History: Classes, Conflicts 
and Culture in the Programmed Society,­trans.­Leonard­F.­X.­Mayhew­(New­York:­Random­
House,­1971).
18­ Talcott­Parsons,­“Some­Reflections­on­Post-Industrial­Society”,­Japanese Sociological 
Review­24­(1973),­p.­109–113.





21­ Bernard­Stiegler,­Technics and Time, 3: Cinematic Time and the Question of Malaise,­trans.­
Stephen­Barker­(Stanford:­Stanford­University­Press,­2011),­chap.­6.
22­ Immanuel­Kant,­Critique of Pure Reason,­trans.­Norman­Kemp­Smith­(London:­Macmillan,­
1929).
23­ Stiegler,­Technics and Time, 3,­p.­140–141,­and­see­chap.­2.
24­ Jean-François­Lyotard­and­Jean-Loup­Thébaud,­Just Gaming,­trans.­Wlad­Godzich­
(Minneapolis:­University­of­Minnesota­Press,­1985).
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the shadows the question of the schematism­–­and­in­this­case,­he­leaves­it­in the 










the Critique of Pure Reason,­and­as­their­arrangement;­and­if­we­posit­that­this­
synthesis is tekhnē­–­and­I­am­here­taking­up­Lyotard’s­theme­in­“Logos­and­
Techne“25­–­then­it­is­with­Kant­that­we­must­discuss­the­immatériau.












what I call hyper-matter,­but­I­cannot­do­this­on­this­occasion.­Were­I­able,­I­
would­have­tried­to­show­that­the­immatériau­requires­us­to­think­what­I­have­







standing­–­it­is­precisely­the­functioning­and­dysfunction of this schematism 
25­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Logos­and­Techne,­or­Telegraphy”,­The Inhuman: Reflections on 
Time,­trans.­Geoffrey­Bennington­and­Rachel­Bowlby­(Cambridge:­Polity­Press,­1991).
26­ Georges­Canguilhem,­The Normal and the Pathological,­trans.­Carolyn­R.­Fawcett­and­
Robert­S.­Cohen­(New­York:­Zone­Books,­1991),­p.­200–201.




























argues­that­the­didactic­cannot­bear witness to the differend,­where­the­witness­
is­a­singularity­that­cannot­be­reduced­and­where­this­irreducibility­is­that­of­
the­figural.­And­this­discourse­is­extended­in­The Inhuman into­a­discourse­on­
technics­–­and­on­a­technics­omnipresent­in­Les Immatériaux that in my view 























of a pharmakon­that­operates­at­the­speed­of­light­–­that­is,­as­automaton 













commodity­and­is­performatively­submitted­to­a­factual systemic constraint 







reading­of­Kant­via­Religion within the Bounds of Bare Reason,28­in­order­to­
recall­that­such­a­re-reading­today,­that­is,­in the epoch of language machines,­
is possible only through a re-definition of the schematism on the basis of this 
immaterial hyper-material that is tertiary retention,­as­literal­tertiary­retention­
28­ Immanuel­Kant,­Religion within the Bounds of Bare Reason,­trans.­Werner­S.­Pluhar­
(Indianapolis:­Cambridge,­2009).
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as­well­as­digital­tertiary­retention,­but­also­as­analogue­tertiary­retention­–­
these three retentional types constituting what in Technics and Time, 2 I call 
orthothetic hypomneses.­And­at­this­point­I­would­like­to­recall­my­analysis­of­
these­questions­in­Technics and Time, 3:
In­dismissing­this­retentional­fabric­of­the­originary­constituting­of­time,­
of­what­he­calls­the­“ownmost­time“­of­Dasein,­and­through­his­opposition­
to the “time of preoccupation“ of the They or the One,­under­the­pretext­


















allow­me­to­operate­a­posteriori­distinctions­in­the­world.­It can thus 
be seen that the foundation of the Kantian analysis is at the same time its 
contradiction: it is the apriority of space, and yet it is nothing other than 
this apriority that is brought into question through the critique of the 
Kantian principle of orientation in space.­The­true­a­priori,­as­the­need 
for a memory of any object’s position­clearly­shows,­is­not­space­in­the­
Kantian­sense,­but­being-in-the-world.
But­in­fact,­to­have­a­world­can­be Dasein’s­spatiality­only­because­this­
in-the-world-ness­is­itself­the­in-the-world-ness­of­the­temporality that is 
Dasein.­Spatiality­is­the­in-the-world-ness­of­Dasein.­And­Dasein’s­in-the-
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of­the­temporality­of­Dasein,­as­having-to-be­its time,­weaves­it­(Dasein’s­































29­ Stiegler,­Technics and Time, 3,­p.­161–162,­translation­modified.
30­ Edmund­Husserl,­Ideas Pertaining to a Pure Phenomenology and to a Phenomenological 
Philosophy,­trans.­F.­Kersten­(Dordrecht:­Kluwer,­1989),­p.­250.­And­see­Bernard­Stiegler,­
What Makes Life Worth Living: On Pharmacology,­trans.­Daniel­Ross­(Cambridge:­Polity­
Press,­2013),­p.­72–74.
31 On mana and­hau,­see­Marcel­Mauss,­A General Theory of Magic,­trans.­Robert­Brain­
(London­and­New­York:­Routledge,­1972),­p.­133–134;­and­Marcel­Mauss,­The Gift,­trans.­
W.­D.­Halls­(London:­Routledge:­1990),­p.­1–12.
32­ Emile­Durkheim,­The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life,­trans.­Joseph­Ward­Swain­
(New­York:­Macmillan,­1965),­p.­21–33.






epokhal­redoubling,­where Lyotard would in the final reckoning have borne wit-
ness to the first moment,­we­must­re-read­those­pages­of­Discourse, Figure in 
which­Lyotard­raises­the­question­of­writing.­For­if,­in­The Inhuman,­Lyotard­
opposes­writing­to­telegraphy­–­and­it­is­this­opposition­that­constitutes­the­
regression­leading­to­the­“philosophy­of­resistance“­–­in­Discourse, Figure he 
apprehends­writing­from­an­extremely­fruitful­perspective,­in­relation­to­what­














coming through the invention of a new libidinal economy.
Translated­from­the­French­by­Daniel­Ross.




Exhibiting and Thinking: 
An Anamnesis of the 
Postmodern 
Anne Elisabeth Sejten














published­Le Differend, a book­of­philosophy­which,­he­claimed,­espoused­


























































Lyotard­made­after­the­publication­of­his­1979­The Postmodern Condition 
to­explain­and­specify­what­he­had­intended­by­launching­the­debate,­the­
exhibition­could­be­seen­as­taking­part­in­an­ongoing­anamnesis­of­the­post-
modern.­From­that­perspective,­Les Immatériaux concerns the issue of what 
had­kept­being­forgotten­in­the­debate­on­the­postmodern.­


























concepts.­As­Adorno­stated­in­Negative Dialectics, “thinking­is­identifying”.2 It is 
impossible­to­think­without­concepts,­and­philosophical­concepts­necessarily­
about­“postmodernity”.­See­Album et Inventaire (Paris:­Editions­du­Centre­Georges­
Pompidou,­1985),­p.­3.
2­ Theodor­W.­Adorno,­Negative Dialektik (Frankfurt­am­Main:­Suhrkamp,­1966),­p.­17.­
(“Denken­heißt­identifizieren.”)






































































































































































7­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Sensus­Communis,”­Le cahier du collège international de 
philosophie, no.­3­(1987),­p.­71–74,­and­Lyotard,­Leçons sur l’analytique du sublime (Paris:­
Galilée,­1991),­p.­31–33.
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exhibition.­Les Immatériaux somehow elaborates on­the­postmodern.­Indeed,­
the­postmodern­might­even­refer­to­the­“missing­signified”­for­“the­entirety­of­
the­exhibition”.10­At­any­rate,­it­is­in­a­vocabulary­which­combines­the­post-
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in­which­the­philosophical­community­was­affected­by­discomforting­feelings.­












The publication of The Postmodern Condition­in­1979­made­Lyotard­world-
famous­and­many­people­began­reading­him­at­this­particular­point;­which­

























of­humanity­towards­an­ever-better­society.­When­a­telos of this nature is 
hidden­in­the­discourse­of­knowledge,­this­discourse­can­hardly­give­proof­
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Postmodernism, Postmodernity, the Postmodern: 
Which One to Choose?
A­reconstruction­of­the­postmodern­certainly­requires­a­global­approach­








































































modern”­and­not­“postmodernism”:­Le postmoderne expliqué aux enfants (Paris:­Galilée,­
1986).
14­ “Réponse­à­la­question:­qu’est-ce­que­le­postmoderne”,­op.­cit.,­p.­25­(“la­découverte­du­
peu de réalité de­la­réalité”).
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are­only­traces­of­a­primary­life-giving­terror­–­the­non-forgettable­forgotten,­
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Anamnesis and  
Re-Orientation:  
A Discourse on  
Matter and Time 
Yuk Hui 
The whole question is this: is the passage 
(anamnesis) possible, will it be possible with, 
or allowed by, the new mode of inscription and 
memoration [mémoration] that characterizes the 
new technologies? Do they not impose syntheses, 
and syntheses conceived still more intimately in 
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system­of­“mat-”­we­find­maternity.3­Time­stands­for­multiple­senses:­memory,­
history,­repetition,­anamnesis.­The­new­theoretical­rigour­that­Lyotard­wanted­
to show throughout Les Immatériaux­and­beyond­–­especially­as­expressed­












































































4­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­The Postmodern Condition,­trans.­by­Geoffrey­Bennington­and­
Brian­Massumi­(Minneapolis:­University­of­Minnesota­Press),­p.­79.
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in­this­report­(Après six mois de travail…),­we­will­see­later­that­it­is­Dôgen.
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colloquium­at­IRCAM­of­the­Centre­Pompidou­in­1986,­later­published­as­“Logos 














































the­basis­of­the­Platonic­Idea,­like­a­sort­of­a priori concept which allows such 































10­ Reginald­Edgar­Allen,­“Anamnesis­in­Plato’s­Meno­and­Phaedo”,­The Review of Metaphysics,­
vol.­13,­no.­1­(Sept.­1959),­p.­167.
11­ Ibid.­I­will­argue­against­this­assertion.








































































himself to be writing from­an­infancy­and­to­an­infancy”.18 It is not only that 
Lyotard­has­written­two­books,­one­from­infancy­(Lectures d’Enfance),­the­other 
to infancy­(Le Postmoderne expliqué aux enfants),­but­that­deeply­rooted­in­his­




from­Nietzsche,­Ohren hinter den Ohren)­of­the­analyst,­that­should­bring­forth­the­
Durcharbeiten,­p.­116.
16­ Lyotard,­“Logos­and­Techne,­or­Telegraphy”,­p.­57.
17­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­Postmodern explained: correspondence, 1982–1985,­trans.­Don­Barry­
(Sydney:­Power­Publications,­1993),­p.­79–80,­translation­modified.
18­ Christopher­Fynsk,­“Lyotard’s­Infancy”,­in­Jean-Francois Lyotard: Time and Judgment,­Yale 
French Studies,­No.­99,­(2001),­p.­48.
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thought­is,­as­Fynsk­shows,­the­impulse­of­infancy­becoming­the­condition­of­
anamnesis,­and­hence­of­writing.­
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20­ Jean-Francois­Lyotard,­Deuxième état des immatériaux,­Mars­1984,­Archive­du­Centre­
Pompidou.
21­ Lyotard,­“Logos­and­Techne,­or­Telegraphy”,­p.­55.










article of the Inhuman,­“can­thought­go­on­without­a­body?”­Can­logos facilitate 
an­anamnesis­that­is­not­inscribed­by­it?­In­other­words,­can­logos – and,­here,­


















later­published­as­Anamnesis of the Visible,­Lyotard­described­her­work­as­“I 
remember that I no longer remember”.24­We­can­probably­say­that­this­double-
bind­is­the­logic­of­anamnesis:­Is­the­non-logos­possible­through­the­negation­
of logos within logos?­In­the­last­paragraph­of­the­article,­Lyotard­raised­the­
question­that­we­cited­at­the­beginning­of­this­text:
The­whole­question­is­this:­is­the­passage­possible,­will it be possible 
with, or allowed by,­the­new­mode­of­inscription­and­memoration­that­
characterizes­the­new­technologies?­Do­they­not­impose­syntheses,­and­
22­ Ibid.,­p.­55.
23­ Carl­Olson,­Zen and the Art of Postmodern Philosophy: Two Paths of Liberation From the 
Representational Mode of Thinking­(New­York:­State­University­of­New­York­Press,­2000),­
p.­68.­
24­ Jean-Francois­Lyotard,­“Anamnesis:­Of­the­Visible”,­in­Theory Culture and Society­2004,­No.­
21,­p.­118.























Clear Mirror Confronts the Logos
Lyotard­was­right­to­relate­the­clear­mirror­to­Heidegger’s­“clearing”­or­
Lichtung,­but­I­think­it­is­not­Lichtung per se,­but­rather­Gelassenheit which 
prepares­for­the­coming­of­the­clearing.­Gelassenheit,­for­Heidegger,­is­the­
question­of­privation.­However,­there­is­a­fundamental­difference­between­













27­ Byung-Chul­Han,­Shanzhai: Dekonstruktion auf Chinesisch­(Berlin:­Merve,­2011).








































28­ Mou­Zongsan,­Phenomenon and the Thing-in-itself­(《現象與物自身》)­(Taiwan:­Student­Book,­
1975),­p.­5­(my­translation).­Zhenren­is­the­Taoist­spiritual­master,­who­has­become­free­
and­immortal.



































30­ Bernard­Stiegler,­Technics and Time,­vol.­2­(Stanford:­Standford­University­Press,­2009),­p.­
77.
31­ Bernard­Stiegler,­Technics and Time­vol.­3­(Stanford:­Stanford­University­Press,­2011),­p.­
56.
32­ Keiji­Nishitani,­On Buddhism, p.­49–50.








































coordinate­system­of­time;­see­Jullien,­Du temps – éléments d’une philosophie de vivre 
(Paris:­Livre­de­poche,­2012).









































35­ Sun,­Kuang-Teh,­Late Ching Tradition and Debates around Westernisation (Taiwan:­
Commercial­Press,­1982)­孫廣德，晚清傳統與西化的爭論（台灣: 商務印書館, 1982）.





















The Nachträglichkeit of Les Immatériaux




Les Immatériaux was itself a Nachträglichkeit.­Firstly,­there­was­the­shock­that­I­
experienced­when­I­came­across­the­work­of­Nishitani­and­Bernard­Stiegler’s­






“too­dialectical­to­take­seriously”.36 It is these two Nachträglichkeiten that 
urge­us­to­go­back­to­some­questions­posed­by­Lyotard­both­during­the­
preparation­(including­his­treatise­on­Kant­and­Wittgenstein­Le Différend)­and­












































in L’Inhumain: causeries sur le temps (Paris:­Galilée,­1988),­p.­129.
39­ Personal­correspondence­with­Professor­WangMingAn­of­the­Beijing­Capital­Normal­
University.



































we are all Occidents.42­Virilio­mocked­Shayegan,­claiming­that­to­talk­about­
“light­coming­from­the­Occident”­and­“a­world­which­cannot­escape­progress”­
is­ironic.­It­is­here­we­see­the­value­of­talking­about­le différend,­and­the­
40 后物质：当代中国艺术家解读日常生活, 北京红门画廊 (21 Oct–30 Nov, 2000), http://www.xu-ruotao.
com/exhibitions/group-2/post-material-interpretation-of-everyday-life-by-contem-35­
(my­translation).
41­ Paul­Virilio,­The Original Accident,­trans.­(Cambridge:­Polity­Press,­2007),­p.­24.
42­ Paul­Virilio,­Ce qui arrive­(Paris:­Galilée,­2002),­p.­89.







































193–219.­Trans.­by­W.­Richardson­as­“Only­a­God­Can­Save­Us”­in­Heidegger: The Man and 
the Thinker­(1981),­ed.­T.­Sheehan,­p.­45–67.






























Winston­is­further­mentioned­in­the­chapter­entitled­Glose sur la résistance in 






In One Way Street and­Berlin Childhood,­what­is­presented­is­not­the­story­of­
childhood,­but­rather­the­childhood­of­events;­to­put­it­in­another­way,­what­






























In­a­lecture­entitled­Philosophie et Origine given­to­first­year­undergraduates­at­
the­Sorbonne­in­1964,­Lyotard­started­with­a­reflection­on­Hegel’s­first­major­
philosophical­work,­the­which­marked­his­separation­with­Schelling­and­Fichte,­




gain­independence,­the­need­of­philosophy­arises.48” Philosophy was born in 
order­to­retrieve­the­lost­unity­(this­became­even­clearer­in­Hegel’s­Lectures on 
the Philosophy of History,­1837).­Philosophy­is­not­history­per­se,­which­traces­
the­happening­of­this­event,­but­rather­seeks­to­recover­it­from­the­present­
moment,­writes­Lyotard,­“the origin of philosophy is today”.49 The origin escapes 
both­writing­and­philosophy­and­serves­as­the­condition­of­philosophizing,­
47­ Lyotard,­“Anamnesis of the Visible”,­p.­109.
48­ G.­W.­F.­Hegel,­The difference between Fichte’s and Schelling’s system of philosophy,­trans.­H.­
S.­Harris­and­Walter­Cerf­(Albany,­NY:­State­University­of­New­York­Press,­1977),­p.­91.
49­ Jean-Francois­Lyotard,­Pourquoi philosopher?­(Paris:­PUF,­2012),­p.­61.

























the­last­sentence­of­Lyotard’s­“Logos, Techne or Telegraphy”: 
I’ll­stop­on­this­vague­hope,­which­is­too­dialectical­to­take­seriously.­All­
this­remains­to­be­thought­out,­tried­out.51
50­ Lyotard,­“Anamnesis of the Visible”,­p.­117.
51­ Lyotard,­“Logos­and­Techne,­or­Telegraphy”,­p.­57.






















nationale­de­Philosophie­in­Paris,­entitled­“On­a­Hyphen“,2 about the apostle 
1­ Nathalie­Heinich,­“Les Immatériaux­Revisited:­Innovation­in­Innovations”.­Tate Papers 
(online)­12.­2009.­http://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/tate-papers/
les-immateriaux-revisited-innovation-innovations.­
2­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­The Hyphen: Between Judaism and Christianity (Amherst,­New­York:­
Humanity­Books,­1999).




















































































































no­witnesses­to­their­use)­as­an­example­of­a­differend inasmuch as the gas 
chambers’­existence­cannot­be­judged­according­to­the­standards­of­his-










24­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­The Differend: Phrases in Dispute (Minneapolis:­University­of­
Minnesota­Press,­1989).
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“Water,­Water!“­For­it­has­been­said­that­he who says what is false will not be 
placed before My eyes.”­Ben­Azzai­cast­a­glance­and­died.­Of­him­Scripture­
says: precious to the eyes of the Lord is the death of his saints.­Ben­Zoma­
looked­and­went­mad.­Of­him­Scripture­says:­have you found honey? Eat as 







by­Aher­means­the­isolation­of­the­Shechinah from the other sefiroth­–­the­
attributes­or­words­of­God­–­and­its­comprehension­as­an­autonomous­
power.29 Inasmuch as the Shechinah is the last of the ten sefiroth,­by­cutting­the­
branches of the other sefiroth,­Aher­separates­the­knowledge­and­revelation­
of­God­from­other­aspects­of­divinity.30­This­is­identified­with­the­sin­of­Adam,­
25­ Giorgio­Agamben,­Remnants of Auschwitz (Cambridge,­Mass.:­MIT­Press,­1999).
26­ Giorgio­Agamben,­The Time That Remains: A Commentary on the Romans (Stanford,­Calif.:­
Stanford­University­Press,­2005).













reading­of­the­word­Pardes in which P­stands­for­peshat,­the­literal­meaning;­












































































41­ Giorgio­Agamben,­The Time That Remains,­p.­103.
42­ Jacques­Derrida,­“Lyotard­and­us,”­Parallax,­6­(4)­(2000),­p.­28–48.
43­ Ibid.,­p.­37.








































47­ Giorgio­Agamben,­“The­Camp­as­the­‘Nomos’­of­the­Modern”,­in­Homo Sacer: Sovereign 
Power and Bare Life (Stanford,­Calif:­Stanford­University­Press,­1998).



























































Ophuls’­Le Chagrin et la pitié (The Sorrow and the Pity).54­Taking­his­cue­from­
























































of­2014:­at­the­exhibition­Speculations on Anonymous Materials­at­the­Fridericianum­in­
Kassel,­at­30 Years after Les Immatériaux at the Centre for Digital Cultures at the Leu-
phana­University­of­Lüneberg,­and­at­Megarave-Metarave­at­Wallriss­in­Fribourg.




























































































































5 Les Immatériaux catalogue,­Album,­p.­10.







































7­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Matter­and­Time”,­in­The Inhuman (London:­Polity­Press,­1991),­p.­
37–38.
8­ Ibid.,­p.­43.


















































































17 Les Immatériaux catalogue, Album,­p.­8.
18­ Ibid.,­p.­17.










carefully calibrates Les Immatériaux ’s­response­to­this­challenge.­Rather­than­





























22­ See­“Les­Autres­Scandales”,­Le Nouvel Observateur,­September­28,­2001:­http://tempsreel.
nouvelobs.com/opinions/00018896.EDI0001/les-autres-scandales.html.
































to at least be seen to be taking­seriously­the­propositions­and­demands­of­
the­broadened­field­of­contemporary­art­emerging­in­the­‘60s­within­the­
inherited­institutional­framework­it­sought­to­reinvigorate­and­capitalise­













































28­ Richard­Eder,­“Beaubourg’s­Director­Reflects­on­his­Reign”,­The New York Times,­February­
22,­1981:­http://www.nytimes.com/1981/02/22/arts/beaubourg-s-director-reflects-on-his-
reign.html.





































33­ See­G.­Châtelet,­To Live and Think Like Pigs: The Incitement of Envy and Boredom in Market 
Democracies,­trans.­R.­Mackay­(Falmouth­and­New­York:­Urbanomic­and­Sequence­Press,­
2014).











response­to­all­the­questions­they­can­ask,­or­rather­they themselves come 



























35­ See­Châtelet ’s­biting­satirical­portrait­of­this­“young­nomad­elite”­in­To Live and Think Like 
Pigs.
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generously-funded­electronic­music­institute­ordered­directly­by­Pompidou­to­





































36­ Anthony­Hudek,­“From­Over-­to­Sub-Exposure:­The­Anamnesis­of­Les Immatériaux”,­Tate 
Papers,­Autumn­2009,­http://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/tate-papers/over-
sub-exposure-anamnesis-les-immateriaux.­In­this­volume,­p.­74.
37 Les Immatériaux catalogue, Album,­p.­13.


















through­irradiation­and­invisible­interfaces”.40 This conceptualisation of 






















39 Les Immatériaux catalogue, Album,­p.­19.
40­ Ibid.




































41 Les Immatériaux catalogue,­Album,­p.­26.
42­ “La­Règle­du­Jeu:­Matérialiser­les­Immatériaux”,­interview­with­the­CCI­team,­in­E.­Thé-
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It­is­doubtless­Les Immatériaux’s­simultaneous­success­and­failure­–­its­con-
tradictory­status­as­both­an­expensive,­technically-demanding,­trailblazing­
















































one of the reasons for his involvement in Les Immatériaux:­“A­philosopher­like­
me­is­more­inclined­to­think­his­interests­lie­in­becoming­involved­in­what­
happens­outside­institutions;­that­he­needs­to­get­out­of­the­university.­Hence­




























Théofilakis (ed.),­Modernes, et Après?,­p.­5–6.
































saying­that­this­heart­is­Augustinian:­Inquietus est cor nostrum,­says­Augustine:­
our­heart­–­for­Augustine,­that­of­postlapsarian­man­–­is­unquiet,­it­can­find­no­
rest;­its­inquiry­into­itself­–­the question I have become for myself­–­is­not­one­of­
patient,­systematic­exegesis,­but­something­more­like­a­continuous­unease,­or­
even­panic.­This­inquietude­is­a­keyword­that­appears­continually­in­Lyotard’s­
vision for Les Immatériaux.
54­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­The Differend: Phrases in Dispute­(Minneapolis:­University­of­
Minnesota­Press,­1988),­trans.­Georges­Van­Den­Abbeele,­p.­xiii.­




































Pascal”,­Revue de Métaphysique et de Morale­78­(2013),­p.­167–184.
56­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“A­Memorial­of­Marxism”,­in­Peregrinations: Law, Form, Event­(New­
York:­Columbia­University­Press,­1988),­p.­45–75.
57­ On­accelerationism,­see­R.­Mackay­and­A.­Avanessian­(eds)­#Accelerate: The Accel-
erationist Reader­(Falmouth­and­Berlin:­Urbanomic­and­Merve,­2014).
58­ Ibid.
59­ B.­Noys,­The Persistence of the Negative­(Edinburgh:­Edinburgh­University­Press,­2010),­p.­
4–9.







































60­ Mackay­and­Avanessian,­“Introduction”­to­#Accelerate, p. 11–12.
61­ Ibid.,­p.­4.
62­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­Peregrinations: Law, Form, Event­(New­York:­Columbia­University­
Press,­1988),­p.­13.
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to­regret­the­mistakes­he­made­in­the­wake­of­his­departure­from­the­party­
line.­Lyotard’s­key­point­here­–­one­echoed­by­many­critics­of­contemporary­
accelerationism­–­is­that­the­accelerationist­error­consists­in­a failure to draw a 




























the­two­are­not­unconnected,­and­that,­in­Les Immatériaux as in The Inhuman,­
Lyotard­is­seeking­a­third­option­–­neither­socialism­nor­barbarism­–­and­in­
doing­so,­seeking­to­atone­for­his­error.­In­Les Immatériaux,­he­continues­to­
interrogate the technosocial reformatting of the human through inhuman 
material­memory.­He­certainly­does­not­erect­any­moral­objection­to­it­–­in­
fact,­as­we­have­seen,­he­constructs­the­notion­of­immaterials precisely so 











The attempt to legitimate immaterials without returning to his irresponsible 











































































71­ Thierry­Chaput,­voiceover­in­the­short­film­Octave dans le pays des immatériaux (dir.­Paule­
Zajdermann,­1985).
72­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­“Logos and­Techne,­or­Telegraphy”,­in­The Inhuman,­p.­55.
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The­intention­here,­after­all,­seems­to­be­to­reinscribe­the­machine­within­a­















































































that we must resign ourselves to merely contemplating our possible fate from 
74­ See­Nick­Srnicek­and­Alex­Williams,­“#Accelerate:­Manifesto­for­an­Accelerationist­Pol-
itics”,­in­Mackay­and­Avanessian­(eds),­#Accelerate,­p.­347–361.






















ultimately­still­fall­too­much­on­the­side­of­chagrin rather than jubilation?­To­













































From Immaterials to 
Resistance: The Other 
Side of Les Immatériaux 
Daniel Birnbaum and Sven-Olov Wallenstein 
















touching,­the­event,­and­what­he­called­“passibility”.­Les Immatériaux may then 
be­seen­in­conjunction­with­this­second­exhibition­that­never­took­place.­This,­
1­ The­argument­sketched­out­here­is­extracted­from­a­forthcoming­book,­Spacing 
Philosophy: Jean-François Lyotard and the Philosophy of the Exhibition.



































































































































Dominique­Janicaud,­Phenomenology ”Wide Open”: After the French Debate,­trans.­Charles­
N.­Cabral­(New­York:­Fordham­University­Press,­2005).















































250 30 Years after Les Immatériaux
of­sensibility­that­it­can­and­should­take­as­communal”.12­Such­a­sharing­has­
its­obvious­predecessor­in­the­Kantian­sensus communis,­and­Lyotard­is­here­
at­once­close­to­and­far­from­Arendt’s­political­philosophy,13 but also to the 






























12­ Jean-François­Lyotard, Le postmoderne expliqué aux enfants­(Paris:­Galilée,­1986),­p.­
142–143.
13­ See­”Le­survivant”,­in­Lectures d’enfance.
14­ The­text­was­originally­published­in­André­Jacob­(ed.),­Encyclopédie philosophique uni-
verselle, vol. 1, L’univers philosophique­(Paris:­PUF,­1989),­p.­738–50,­and­has­not­been­
reprinted­in­any­of­Lyotard’s­books.­It­is­here­cited­from­the­English­translation­by­Chris­
Turner,­in­Cultural Politics,­Volume­9,­Issue­2­( July­2013),­p.­117–143.










































phenomenology”­that­he­locates­in­Merleau-Ponty’s­The Visible and the Invisible,­which­
shows­the­renewed­relevance­of­phenomenological­themes­in­Lyotard’s­later­work.



































































































































































21­ In­Jean-François­Lyotard,­Misère de la philosophie­(Paris:­Galilée,­2000).­For­a­lucid­dis-
cussion­of­this­text­in­relation­to­Lacan,­see­Anne­Tomiche,­“Rephrasing­the­Freudian­
Unconscious:­Lyotard’s­Affect-Phrase”,­in­Diacritics,­Vol.­24,­No.­1­(Spring,­1994),­p.­43–62.­










































sur l’analytique du sublime (Kant, Critique de la faculté de juger, §§ 23–29)­(Paris:­Galilée,­
1991),­p.­26.















































This passibility is neither an activity of forming a giving matter nor the 
simple­passivity­of­receiving­it,­but­rather,­once­more­in­continuity­with­the­





























































































































































31­ Jean-François­Lyotard,­Textes dispersés I: Esthétique et théorie de l’art / Miscellaneous Texts 























































































ness“,­in­Writings on Contemporary Art and Artists,­vol.­2­(Leuven:­Leuven­University­Press,­
2009),­p.­11.
















from­matter,­materials,­and­materiality,­from­the­ground in all senses of the 
world.­The­question­is­how­to­make­such­an­unease­productive,­how­to­make­
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[Figure­5]­ Philippe­Délis:­Drawing of audience behind gauze fabric,­[no­date]­(Source:­Centre­
Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bibliothèque­Kandinsky)
[Figure­6]­ Exhibition­view,­site­Labyrinthe du langage­(Source:­Centre­Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bib-
liothèque­Kandinsky,­photograph­by­Jean-Claude­Planchet).
[Figure­7]­ Inventaire,­site­Romans à faire,­recto­(Source:­Centre­Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bib-
liothèque­Kandinsky).
[Figure­8]­ Exhibition­visitor,­site­Labyrinthe du langage­(Source:­Centre­Pompidou,­MNAM,­Bib-
liothèque­Kandinsky,­photograph­by­Jean-Claude­Planchet).

















[Figure­17]­ Rolf­Gehlhaar,­Son = Espace,­1983-85,­installation­view,­site­Musicien malgré lui 
(Source:­R.­Gehlhaar).






















lications­include­Place Studies in Art, Media, Science and Technology. Historical 
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of­numerous­books­on­art­and­digital­culture,­among­them­Digital Culture 
























them Discours, figure (1971),­Economie libidinale­(1974),­The Postmodern Con-
dition­(1979),­The Differend­(1983),­Heidegger and the Jews (1988),­Inhuman­(1988),­
Lessons on the Analytic of the Sublime (1991).­His­posthumous­publications­























among them three volumes of La technique et le temps,­two­volumes­of­De la 
misère symbolique;­his­recent­publications­includes­Pharmacologie du Front 





include­Edmund Husserl­(ed.­2011),­Translating Hegel: The Phenomenology of Spirit 
and Modern Philosophy­(ed.­with­Brian­Manning­Delaney,­2012),­Foucault, Biopol-








30 Years after Les Immatériaux: Art, Science, and Theory
In 1985, the French philosopher Jean-François Lyotard 
curated a groundbreaking exhibition called Les Immatériaux 
at the Centre Pompidou in Paris. The exhibition showed 
how telecommunication technologies were beginning to 
impact every aspect of life. At the same time, it was a 
material demonstration of what Lyotard called the post-
modern condition. 
This book features a previously unpublished report by 
Jean-François Lyotard on the conception of Les Immatériaux  
and its relation to postmodernity. Reviewing the historical 
significance of the exhibition, his text is accompanied by 
twelve contemporary meditations. The philosophers, art 
historians, and artists analyse this important moment in 
the history of media and theory, and reflect on the new 
material conditions brought about by digital technologies 
in the last 30 years. 
Texts by Daniel Birnbaum, Jean-Louis Boissier, Andreas Broeckmann, Thierry 
Dufrêne, Francesca Gallo, Charlie Gere, Antony Hudek, Yuk Hui, Jean-François 
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